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Our Current Situation
Purpose of this Upskilling Journey

As the COVID-19 pandemic unravels at unprecedented speed, the safety of our people remains our top 

priority. Our next priority is to ensure we continue adding value for our organization, even while working 

virtually. 

This toolkit serves as an introduction to being a Digital Worker. It contains helpful tips and tricks, ways to 

interact with different types of virtual audience members, overview of collaboration tools, and Truly Human 

ways to engage your team. 

Together, let’s reframe this crisis into an opportunity to experiment with new ways to working and prove our 

resilience.
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How to be Digital Worker Rockstar

Set up a workspace
Find an area of your home that you can dedicate as a focused work area. Be sure 

that it is ergonomically sound. Pro Tip: Use your screen protector and 

the background blur feature of Teams to turn on your video in any space.

Explore virtual meeting options
If you can’t bring groups of people together physically, learn about the options for 

virtual meetings, including Teams meetings, Teams Live Events, and Broadcasts. 

Pro Tip: Leverage other creative tools to make virtual meetings more engaging.

Be seen and heard well
Use the optimal audio and video tools when participating in Teams virtual 

meetings. Pro Tip: Turn on your camera and use an external speaker (i.e. Jabra 

device).

Work via mobile device 
Make sure you have all the handy Microsoft apps on your mobile devices (i.e. cell 

phone, iPad) to stay connected while on the go.

Stay Truly Human
Explore tips on establishing a structure to your day, ensuring you are striking a 

balance between work and personal time, all at home. 

Communicate frequently 
Keep an open line of communication with your team. Be clear regarding your core 

hours as they may change while working from home (i.e. managing child care). 

Pro Tip:  Use the Teams status feature to let people know your current working 

hours and availability.

Connect via Teams
Use chats, threaded conversations, and calls to stay close with your colleagues. 

Pro Tip: Name, pin or hide your chats to stay organized and be sure to adjust your 

Teams notifications settings to your own preferences.

Create a plan
Pretend that you are going into the office and mentally get into work mode. Plan 

out your workload and schedule in breaks. Pro Tip: Stand up, walk around and 

stretch during these breaks. 

Connect with clients and vendors
Connect with external contacts via Teams chats, calls, emails and virtual 

meetings. Pro Tip: Be sure you apply the right permissions to files you are sharing. 

Keep it professional 
Get dressed as you would go to the office, schedule and attend daily stand-ups, 

virtual lunch meetings, and times to share about a topic at the “virtual water 

cooler” chats. Pro Tip: Schedule this ahead of time so that it is a priority. 

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Blur-your-background-in-a-Teams-meeting-f77a2381-443a-499d-825e-509a140f4780
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Overall Goal
Keep track of what his team is working on

Pain Points

• Teams chats and notifications

• When team members try to propose 

leveraging new collaboration tools

EARLY ADOPTER EMILY

Overall Goal
Provide opportunities for streamlined and 

web-based collaboration

BEHAVIOR / UTILIZATION
• Leverages the Planner on Teams for 

tracking workstream progress

• Minimizes use of email

• Shares all files via teams

• Often uses Whiteboard in Teams for 

collaboration

Pain Points

• Emails 

• Unexpected Teams phone calls

• Virtual meeting background noise

• Team members who are not willing to try 

new tools

MULTI-TASKER MARTY

Overall Goal
Get as much done as possible – avoid calls

BEHAVIOR / UTILIZATION
• Continues to respond to emails during 

calls

• Does not collaborate on calls or 

collaborate in whiteboarding

• Maintains personal to-do list and does 

not leverage Teams Planner

Pain Points

• When team members ping with 

questions

• Video on calls

• What he deems “unnecessary” tools for 

collaboration / communication

ON MUTE MINDY

Overall Goal
Support team while on mute

BEHAVIOR / UTILIZATION
• Has a hard time getting a word in 

edgewise in calls

• Reads all posts in Teams and all emails 

but does not respond, like or engage

Pain Points

• When team members call out her name 

in meetings or when she is tagged in 

posts – unsure of digital collaboration 

etiquette

LEARNING MORE LEANN

Overall Goal
Learn more about what tools are out there 

and available to better work with teammates

BEHAVIOR / UTILIZATION
• Starting to leverage Teams chat rather 

than Skype

• Still unsure about all of the features and 

functionality

• Wanting to learn more about the 

available collaboration tools

Pain Points

• When team members try to share files 

using OneDrive

• When team members try to use new tools 

without sharing a “how-to” or providing 

any sort of guidance

• Keeping up with all of the advances

LATE ADOPTER LIAM

BEHAVIOR / UTILIZATION
• Shares a OneDrive Excel tracker doc for 

his team to fill out via email

• Leverages Skype for meetings

• Does not try to leverage new tools

Team members

Influences 

Previous experience

Influences 

Misconceptions on ways of working

Influences 

To-do list

Influences 

Microsoft press releases

Influences 

Types of Virtual Audience Members
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Totally Tools: Maximize Microsoft

OneNote

Description

A place to take and compile 

notes to share with your 

team, organized through 

sections and pages

Features

• Checklists, highlight, sort 

text, draw in notes

• Ability to import images 

and handwritten notes

Benefits

• Compiles team notes in 

one place and sort based 

on chosen categories

• Enables real-time note 

collaboration

Whiteboard

Description

A digital visual whiteboard 

tool that allows you to 

collaborate with remote 

teammates

Features

• Functionality to host a 

whiteboarding session 

remotely

• Voting capability

Benefits

• Created content is saved 

and team members are 

able to contribute after the 

meeting

• Simulates the feeling of a 

workshop / brainstorming 

Power BI

Description

A tool to create, share, and 

collaborate on interactive 

data visualizations through 

apps, dashboards, and 

reports

Features

• Customizable dashboards

• Interactive reports 

authoring

Benefits

• Provides visibility to real-

time metrics and reports

• Simplifies trend analysis 

and data insights

Planner

Description

A hub for team members to 

create plans, organize and 

assign tasks, and check 

updates on progress through 

dashboards

Features

• Assignment management 

and status tracking

• Schedule & filtered views

Benefits

• Track tasks and clearly 

view who is assigned to 

what without having to ask

• Functionality to assign 

multiple people to one task

Teams

Description

A digital collaboration 

workplace that keeps your 

team’s content, tools, people, 

and conversations in the 

same application

Features

• 1-1 and team chatting

• Content presentation

• In-app integration with 

other Microsoft tools

Benefits

Brings together people, 

conversations, and content; 

along with the tools that 

teams need — so they can 

easily collaborate to achieve 

more
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Totally Tools: Communicate & Collaborate Effectively

Piktochart

Visual templates to explain 

complex information

Use case: Infographics, 

newsletters, fun comms 

Mentimeter

Real-time voting and 

feedback tool

Use Case: Surveys, polling 

and feedback

Camtasia

All-in-one screen recorder 

and video editing tool

Use Case: Tutorials and team 

videos

Powtoon

Animated videos and 

presentations made as easily 

as PowerPoint

Use Case: How-to videos 

and informational videos 

Mural

Virtual whiteboard to 

collaborate with remote 

teammates

Use Case: Design Thinking 

and PI Planning

Snagit

Screen capture software to 

record video, images, and 

audio from your computer  

Use Case: Tutorials and 

screengrabs 

TouchCast

Interactive presentations that 

merge video with web 

content

Use Case: Interactive videos

Audacity

Free and open source digital 

audio editor

Use Case: Audio editing (for 

podcasts, videos, etc.) 

Sway

Interactive web-based 

canvas to create content for 

any device

Use Case: Presentations and 

newsletters

Podcasts

Series of digital audio files 

that users can listen to and 

learn from

Use Case: Learning series, 

project / account updates

How-To Videos & Blogs

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUcf9nFefdwgOoKMQ6qiHeA
https://support.mural.co/en/
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Features at a Glance

Tool Video 

Call

Chat Screen 

Share

External 

Access

“Wall” 

Feature

Virtual 

Stickies

Real 

Time

Meta 

Data

Export 

Features

Teams Y Y Y Y N N N N N

Whiteboard N N N N Y Y Y Y Y

Miro N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Mural N Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y

Zoom Y Y Y Y N N N N N

Mentimeter N N N Y N N Y N Y

TouchCast Y Y Y Y N N N N Y

FaceTime Y N N Y N N N N N
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TrivieCognician30 Day Challenge

Totally Tools: Live To Learn

Description

An adaptive learning platform which 

aids employees in retaining training 

information for longer periods of time

Features

• Personalized learning content

• Pairs artificial intelligence with 

games and knowledge assessments 

Benefits

Identifies knowledge gaps and re-

focuses training through personalized 

learning paths

Description

A digital coaching application which 

uses short coaching guides (called 

cogs) to develop new habits

Features

• Personalized learning content 

• Material organized into discrete, 

structured frameworks

Benefits

Allows for social learning and the 

ability to gain insight through analytics

Description

Daily challenges for 30 days to 

promote specific, positive behavioral 

changes

Features

• Challenges can be email-based, 

paper-based, through internal social 

media, or with third-party vendors

Benefits

Promotes a growth mindset using 

techniques proven through 

neuroscience and psychological 

research
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Fun Ways to Create Truly Human Teams

Air Cheers
Have virtual coffee dates 

with your teams to share 

favorite and challenging 

moments of the week

Jam Out
Play songs from the 

COVID19 playlist at 

beginning / end of team 

calls (skip explicit songs)

Show & Tell
Introduce your team to 

your pet or give them a 

quick tour of your favorite 

room

Namaste-home
Host a group meditation 

moment and / or go 

around and say what you 

are thankful for 

Stretch It Out
Block time on your team’s 

calendars for a virtual 

stretch break

Step It Up
Block time on your 

calendar to get away from 

your screen and grab 

some steps 

Team Identity
Implement a coordinated 

team outfit of the day… on 

Wednesdays, we wear 

pink

Press Play
Share your favorite 

podcast with your team 

Celebrate Often
Recognize team members’ 

birthdays, holidays, 

awesome performance, 

etc. 

Meme Me
Describe your day / week 

via a meme with your 

team for a visual pulse 

check

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/55V6HUzPnISl7ADpE3yfUD?si=9unZxtchRRCSqw5u7c_qKw

